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Direct Speech and Reported Speech (Indirect Speech) Reported speech table of contents:
Overview and.
Lesson focusing on devloping Reported Speech grammar and communicative skills.
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Learn to use reported speech: HE SAID, SHE SAID Reported speech and indirect speech mean
the same thing: They allow you to express what someone has said. United Nations Editorial
Manual Online : Indirect or reported speech . Indirect speech conveys a report of something that
was said or written rather than the exact.
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Direct Speech and Reported Speech (Indirect Speech) Reported speech table of contents:
Overview and. Grammar: Reported Speech / Indirect Speech Billy TOLD ME that you wanted to
learn this, so I responded.
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Questions: The reported speech is introduced by reporting verbs like ask; want to know;
wonder; etc. If. United Nations Editorial Manual Online : Indirect or reported speech . Indirect
speech conveys a report. Reported speech. We often want to tell someone what another
person has said to us. In most cases we do.
Time and place must often change when going from direct to reported speech.. Phrase in direct
speech, Equivalent in reported speech. Next week/month/year, the following week/month/year.
"I have an appointment next week", she said."Tense" is the grammatical form of the verb that in
the reported clause we sometimes shift back (backshift). "Time" refers. But if we report
something at a different time, we need to change time words.. Here is a list of common time
words, showing how you change them for reported speech: this week, that we. In indirect
speech, the structure of the reported clause depends on whether the speaker is reporting a

statement. . Henry tells me he's thinking of getting married next year.. Some, but not all, modal
verbs 'shift back' in time and change in indirect speech.. . The boy protested that he had
finished the job three week. … said before. Distinction must be made between direct speech and
reported speech.. She said: "I'm visiting Paris next weekend", She said that she was visiting
Paris the following weekend. pronouns; tense; place and time expression . No changes are
made to words referring to place, time or person if we report something at the same place,
around the. The following table shows some typical changes of time expressions in indirect
speech. this week, last week, that week.The next day/week/year will change into the following
day/week/year. this, here etc., refer to objects present at the time of reporting the speech, or to
the place . I. No back-shift in reported speech. 1. If the reporting. 8. adverbial expressions of
time. a) today. "No one fed the chickens last week," the farmer said angrily.Jul 18, 2013 . He
said he was coming home the next week. Can it be correct? E.g. he says that and dies the same
day in the car accident. So would be correct . When converting direct, or quoted, speech to
indirect, or reported, speech,. Next , a corresponding shift is made in the verb tenses, pronouns
and certain other. Even though the original statement may still be valid at the time of reporting,
the. Indirect: It was announced that the Chairman had resigned the previous week.In reported
speech we usually report what was said at a different time, and so. We normally “shift back” one
tense.. Direct speech: “I went to Tokyo last week.
Grammar: Reported Speech / Indirect Speech Billy TOLD ME that you wanted to learn this, so I
responded with this grammar video! Learn the proper use of reported.
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Grammar: Reported Speech / Indirect Speech Billy TOLD ME that you wanted to learn this, so I
responded. Questions: The reported speech is introduced by reporting verbs like ask; want to
know; wonder; etc. If.
Reported speech (also called indirect speech ) means to say what someone else said, without
actually quoting them. Meaning, you don't necessarily use their own words. Grammar: Reported
Speech / Indirect Speech Billy TOLD ME that you wanted to learn this, so I responded with this
grammar video! Learn the proper use of reported. Grammar practice for ESL students.. Reported
speech . We often want to tell someone what another person has said to us.
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Reported speech (also called indirect speech ) means to say what someone else said, without
actually quoting them. Meaning, you don't necessarily use their own words. Lesson focusing on

devloping Reported Speech grammar and communicative skills.
Indirect speech focuses more on the content of what someone said rather than their exact words.
In. Reported Speech & Direct Speech There are two ways to report what someone says or
thinks: 1. Direct . United Nations Editorial Manual Online : Indirect or reported speech . Indirect
speech conveys a report.
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Reported speech. We often want to tell someone what another person has said to us. In most
cases we do.
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Grammar: Reported Speech / Indirect Speech Billy TOLD ME that you wanted to learn this, so I
responded with this grammar video! Learn the proper use of reported. Learn to use reported
speech: HE SAID, SHE SAID Reported speech and indirect speech mean the same thing: They
allow you to express what someone has said. Grammar practice for ESL students.. Reported
speech . We often want to tell someone what another person has said to us.
Time and place must often change when going from direct to reported speech.. Phrase in direct
speech, Equivalent in reported speech. Next week/month/year, the following week/month/year.
"I have an appointment next week", she said."Tense" is the grammatical form of the verb that in
the reported clause we sometimes shift back (backshift). "Time" refers. But if we report
something at a different time, we need to change time words.. Here is a list of common time
words, showing how you change them for reported speech: this week, that we. In indirect
speech, the structure of the reported clause depends on whether the speaker is reporting a
statement. . Henry tells me he's thinking of getting married next year.. Some, but not all, modal
verbs 'shift back' in time and change in indirect speech.. . The boy protested that he had
finished the job three week. … said before. Distinction must be made between direct speech and
reported speech.. She said: "I'm visiting Paris next weekend", She said that she was visiting
Paris the following weekend. pronouns; tense; place and time expression . No changes are
made to words referring to place, time or person if we report something at the same place,
around the. The following table shows some typical changes of time expressions in indirect
speech. this week, last week, that week.The next day/week/year will change into the following
day/week/year. this, here etc., refer to objects present at the time of reporting the speech, or to

the place . I. No back-shift in reported speech. 1. If the reporting. 8. adverbial expressions of
time. a) today. "No one fed the chickens last week," the farmer said angrily.Jul 18, 2013 . He
said he was coming home the next week. Can it be correct? E.g. he says that and dies the same
day in the car accident. So would be correct . When converting direct, or quoted, speech to
indirect, or reported, speech,. Next , a corresponding shift is made in the verb tenses, pronouns
and certain other. Even though the original statement may still be valid at the time of reporting,
the. Indirect: It was announced that the Chairman had resigned the previous week.In reported
speech we usually report what was said at a different time, and so. We normally “shift back” one
tense.. Direct speech: “I went to Tokyo last week.
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Grammar: Reported Speech / Indirect Speech Billy TOLD ME that you wanted to learn this, so I
responded. Direct Speech and Reported Speech (Indirect Speech) Reported speech table of
contents: Overview and. Indirect speech focuses more on the content of what someone said
rather than their exact words. In.
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Time and place must often change when going from direct to reported speech.. Phrase in direct
speech, Equivalent in reported speech. Next week/month/year, the following week/month/year.
"I have an appointment next week", she said."Tense" is the grammatical form of the verb that in
the reported clause we sometimes shift back (backshift). "Time" refers. But if we report
something at a different time, we need to change time words.. Here is a list of common time
words, showing how you change them for reported speech: this week, that we. In indirect
speech, the structure of the reported clause depends on whether the speaker is reporting a
statement. . Henry tells me he's thinking of getting married next year.. Some, but not all, modal
verbs 'shift back' in time and change in indirect speech.. . The boy protested that he had
finished the job three week. … said before. Distinction must be made between direct speech and
reported speech.. She said: "I'm visiting Paris next weekend", She said that she was visiting
Paris the following weekend. pronouns; tense; place and time expression . No changes are
made to words referring to place, time or person if we report something at the same place,
around the. The following table shows some typical changes of time expressions in indirect
speech. this week, last week, that week.The next day/week/year will change into the following
day/week/year. this, here etc., refer to objects present at the time of reporting the speech, or to
the place . I. No back-shift in reported speech. 1. If the reporting. 8. adverbial expressions of
time. a) today. "No one fed the chickens last week," the farmer said angrily.Jul 18, 2013 . He
said he was coming home the next week. Can it be correct? E.g. he says that and dies the same

day in the car accident. So would be correct . When converting direct, or quoted, speech to
indirect, or reported, speech,. Next , a corresponding shift is made in the verb tenses, pronouns
and certain other. Even though the original statement may still be valid at the time of reporting,
the. Indirect: It was announced that the Chairman had resigned the previous week.In reported
speech we usually report what was said at a different time, and so. We normally “shift back” one
tense.. Direct speech: “I went to Tokyo last week.
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Reported speech (also called indirect speech ) means to say what someone else said, without
actually quoting them. Meaning, you don't necessarily use their own words. Learn to use reported
speech: HE SAID, SHE SAID Reported speech and indirect speech mean the same thing: They
allow you to express what someone has said. United Nations Editorial Manual Online : Indirect or
reported speech . Indirect speech conveys a report of something that was said or written rather
than the exact.
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Time and place must often change when going from direct to reported speech.. Phrase in direct
speech, Equivalent in reported speech. Next week/month/year, the following week/month/year.
"I have an appointment next week", she said."Tense" is the grammatical form of the verb that in
the reported clause we sometimes shift back (backshift). "Time" refers. But if we report
something at a different time, we need to change time words.. Here is a list of common time
words, showing how you change them for reported speech: this week, that we. In indirect
speech, the structure of the reported clause depends on whether the speaker is reporting a
statement. . Henry tells me he's thinking of getting married next year.. Some, but not all, modal
verbs 'shift back' in time and change in indirect speech.. . The boy protested that he had
finished the job three week. … said before. Distinction must be made between direct speech and
reported speech.. She said: "I'm visiting Paris next weekend", She said that she was visiting
Paris the following weekend. pronouns; tense; place and time expression . No changes are
made to words referring to place, time or person if we report something at the same place,
around the. The following table shows some typical changes of time expressions in indirect
speech. this week, last week, that week.The next day/week/year will change into the following
day/week/year. this, here etc., refer to objects present at the time of reporting the speech, or to
the place . I. No back-shift in reported speech. 1. If the reporting. 8. adverbial expressions of
time. a) today. "No one fed the chickens last week," the farmer said angrily.Jul 18, 2013 . He
said he was coming home the next week. Can it be correct? E.g. he says that and dies the same

day in the car accident. So would be correct . When converting direct, or quoted, speech to
indirect, or reported, speech,. Next , a corresponding shift is made in the verb tenses, pronouns
and certain other. Even though the original statement may still be valid at the time of reporting,
the. Indirect: It was announced that the Chairman had resigned the previous week.In reported
speech we usually report what was said at a different time, and so. We normally “shift back” one
tense.. Direct speech: “I went to Tokyo last week.
REPORTED WH-QUESTION; A reported wh-question also begins with the main clause, but is
followed by the. Questions: The reported speech is introduced by reporting verbs like ask; want
to know; wonder; etc. If. United Nations Editorial Manual Online : Indirect or reported speech .
Indirect speech conveys a report.
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